HOW TO GET TO THE InfoDays

ALTE MENSA
The Welcome Week/InfoDays events take place in the building "Alte Mensa" near the main entrance of the JGU campus. You can find the building by following the description at the bottom of this page and our signs.

OFFICE GIS SERVICES
You will find the GIS Services office close to the "Alte Mensa" in the "FORUM UNIVERSITATIS" building, entrance 2 (the only one with a balcony above). You will find us on the ground floor in the hallway to the left, at the very end of the hallway in ROOM 00-241.

Please follow the signs "InfoDays"
1. Take the trams 51/53/59 from the central station
2. Go straight through the main entrance
3. Turn left after you passed the first archway and go across the square with the fountain
4. The big building in front of you is the "Alte Mensa"
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